This paper explores linear methods for combining several word embedding models into an ensemble.
Introduction
Word embeddings-dense low-dimensional vector representations of words-have become very popular in recent years in the field of natural language processing (NLP). Various methods have been proposed to train word embeddings from unannoted text corpora (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Pennington et al., 2014; Al-Rfou et al., 2013; Turian et al., 2010; Levy and Goldberg, 2014) , most well-known of them being perhaps Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013b) . Embedding learning systems essentially train a model from a corpus of text and the word embeddings are the model parameters. These systems contain a randomized component and so the trained models are not directly comparable, even when they have been trained on exactly the same data. This random behaviour provides an opportunity to combine several embedding models into an ensemble which, hopefully, results in a better set of word embeddings. Although model ensembles have been often used in various NLP systems to improve the overall accuracy, the idea of combining several word embedding models into an ensemble has not been explored before.
The main contribution of this paper is to show that word embeddings can benefit from ensemble learning, too. We study two methods for combining word embedding models into an ensemble. Both methods use a simple linear transformation. First of them is based on the standard ordinary least squares solution (OLS) for linear regression, the second uses the solution to the orthogonal Procrustes problem (OPP) (Schönemann, 1966) , which essentially also solves the OLS but adds the orthogonality constraint that keeps the angles between vectors and their distances unchanged.
There are several reasons why using an ensemble of word embedding models could be useful. First is the typical ensemble learning argumentthe ensemble simply is better because it enables to cancel out random noise of individual models and reinforce the useful patterns expressed by several input models. Secondly, word embedding systems require a lot of training data to learn reliable word representations. While there is a lot of textual data available for English, there are many smaller languages for which even obtaining enough plain unannotated text for training reliable embeddings is a problem. Thus, an ensemble approach that would enable to use the available data more effectively would be beneficial.
According to our knowledge, this is the first work that attempts to leverage the data by combining several word embedding models into a new improved model. Linear methods for combin-ing two embedding models for some task-specific purpose have been used previously. Mikolov et al. (2013a) optimized the linear regression with stochastic gradient descent to learn linear transformations between the embeddings in two languages for machine translation. Mogadala and Rettinger (2016) used OPP to translate embeddings between two languages to perform cross-lingual document classification. Hamilton et al. (2016) aligned a series of embedding models with OPP to detect changes in word meanings over time. The same problem was addressed by Kulkarni et al. (2015) who aligned the embedding models using piecewise linear regression based on a set of nearest neighboring words for each word.
Recently, Yin and Schütze (2016) experimented with several methods to learn meta-embeddings by combining different word embedding sets. Our work differs from theirs in two important aspects. First, in their work each initial model is trained with a different word embedding system and on a different data set, while we propose to combine the models trained with the same system and on the same dataset, albeit using different random initialisation. Secondly, although the 1toN model proposed in (Yin and Schütze, 2016) is very similar to the linear models studied in this paper, it doesn't involve the orthogonality constraint included in the OPP method, which in our experiments, as shown later, proves to be crucial.
We conduct experiments on Estonian and construct ensembles from ten different embedding models trained with Word2Vec. We compare the initial and combined models in synonym and analogy tests and find that the ensemble embeddings combined with orthogonal Procrustes method indeed perform significantly better in both tests, leading to a relative improvement of 7-10% over the mean result of the initial models in synonym tests and 19-47% in analogy tests.
Combining word embedding models
A word embedding model is a matrix W ∈ R |V |×d , where |V | is the number of words in the model lexicon and d is the dimensionality of the vectors. Each row in the matrix W is the continuous representation of a word in a vector space.
Given r embedding models W 1 , . . . ,W r we want to combine them into a target model Y . We define a linear objective function that is the sum of r linear regression optimization goals:
where P 1 , . . . , P r are transformation matrices that translate W 1 , . . . ,W r , respectively, into the common vector space containing Y . We use an iterative algorithm to find matrices P 1 , . . . , P r and Y . During each iteration the algorithm performs two steps:
1. Solve r linear regression problems with respect to the current target model Y , which results in updated values for matrices P 1 , . . . P r ;
2. Update Y to be the mean of the translations of all r models:
This procedure is continued until the change in the average normalised residual error, computed as
will become smaller than a predefined threshold value.
We experiment with two different methods for computing the translation matrices P 1 , . . . , P r . The first is based on the standard least squares solution to the linear regression problem, the second method is known as solution to the Orthogonal Procrustes problem (Schönemann, 1966) .
Solution with the ordinary least squares (SOLS)
The analytical solution for a linear regression problem Y = PW for finding the transformation matrix P, given the input data matrix W and the result Y is:
We can use this formula to update all matrices P i at each iteration. The problem with this approach is that because Y is also unknown and will be updated repeatedly in the second step of the iterative algorithm, the OLS might lead to solutions where both W i P i and Y are optimized towards 0 which is not a useful solution. In order to counteract this effect we rescale Y at the start of each iteration. This is done by scaling the elements of Y so that the variance of each column of Y would be equal to 1. 
Solution to the Orthogonal Procrustes problem (SOPP)
Orthogonal Procrustes is a linear regression problem of transforming the input matrix W to the output matrix Y using an orthogonal transformation matrix P (Schönemann, 1966) . The orthogonality constraint is specified as
The solution to the Orthogonal Procrustes can be computed analytically using singular value decomposition (SVD). First compute:
Then diagonalize using SVD:
Finally compute:
This has to be done for each P i during each iteration. This approach is very similar to SOLS. The only difference is the additional orthogonality constraint that gives a potential advantage to this method as in the translated word embeddings W i P i the lengths of the vectors and the angles between the vectors are preserved. Additionally, we no longer need to worry about the trivial solution where P 1 , . . . , P r and Y all converge towards 0.
Experiments
We tested both methods on a number of Word2Vec models (Mikolov et al., 2013b) Corpus is the largest text corpus available for Estonian. Its size is approximately 240M word tokens, which may seem like a lot but compared to for instance English Gigaword corpus, which is often used to train word embeddings for English words and which contains more than 4B words, it is quite small. All models were trained using a window size 10 and the skip-gram architecture.
We experimented with models of 6 different embedding sizes: 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300. For each dimensionality we had 10 models available. The number of distinct words in each model is 816757. During training the iterative algorithm was run until the convergence threshold th = 0.001 was reached. The number of iterations needed for convergence for both methods and for models with different embedding size are given in Table 1. It can be seen that the convergence with SOPP took significantly fewer iterations than with SOLS. This difference is probably due to two aspects: 1) SOPP has the additional orthogonality constraint which reduces the space of feasible solutions; 2) although SOLS uses the exact analytical solutions for the least squares problem, the final solution for Y does not move directly to the direction pointed to by the analytical solutions due to the variance rescaling.
Results
We evaluate the goodness of the combined models using synonym and analogy tests.
Synonym ranks
One of the common ways to evaluate word embeddings is to use relatedness datasets to measure the correlation between the human and model judge- ments (Schnabel et al., 2015) . In those datasets, there are word pairs and each pair is human annotated with a relatedness score. The evaluation is then performed by correlating the cosine similarities between word pairs with the relatedness scores. As there are no annotated relatedness datasets for Estonian, we opted to use a synonym test instead. We rely on the assumption that the relatedness between a pair of synonyms is high and thus we expect the cosine similarity between the synonymous words to be high as well.
We obtained the synonyms from the Estonian synonym dictionary. 2 We queried each word in our vocabulary and when the exact match for this word was found then we looked at the first synonym offered by the dictionary. If this synonym was present in our vocabulary then the synonym pair was stored. In this manner we obtained a total of 7579 synonym pairs. We ordered those pairs according to the frequency of the first word in the pair and chose the 1000 most frequent words with their synonyms for the synonym test.
For each first word in the synonym pair, we computed its cosine similarity with every other word in the vocabulary, ordered those similarities in the descending order and found the rank of the second word of the synonym pair in this resulting list. Then we computed the mean rank over all 1000 synonym pairs. We performed these steps on both types of combined models-Y SOLS and Y SOPP -and also on all input models W i . Finally we also computed the mean of the mean ranks of all 10 input models.
The results as shown in Table 2 reveal that the 2 The Institute of the Estonian Language, http://www. eki.ee/dict/sys/ synonym similarities tend to be ranked lower in the combined model obtained with SOLS when compared to the input models. SOPP, on the other hand, produces a combined model where the synonym similarities are ranked higher than in initial models. This means that the SOPP combined models pull the synonymous words closer together than they were in the initial models. The differences in mean ranks were tested using paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test at 95% confidence level and the differences were statistically significant with p-value being less than 2.2·10 −16 in all cases. In overall, the SOPP ranks are on average 10% lower than the mean ranks of the initial models. The absolute improvement on average between SOPP and mean of W is 3476.
Although we assumed that the automatically extracted synonym pairs should be ranked closely together, looking at the average mean ranks in Table 2 reveals that it is not necessarily the casethe average rank of the best-performing SOPP model is over 31K. In order to understand those results better we looked at the rank histogram of the SOPP model and one of the initial models, shown on Figure 1 . Although the first bin covering the rank range from 1 to 10 contains the most words for both models and the number of synonym pairs falling to further rank bins decreases the curve is not steep and close to 100 words (87 in case of SOPP and 94 in case of the initial model) belong to the last bin counting ranks higher than 100000. Looking at the farthest synonym pairs revealed that one word in these pairs is typically polysemous and its sense in the synonym pair is a relatively rarely used sense of this word, while there are other more common senses of this word with a completely different meaning. We give some examples of such synonym pairs:
• kaks (two) -puudulik (insufficient): the sense of this pair is the insufficient grade in high school, while the most common sense of the word kaks is the number two;
• ida (east) -ost (loan word from German also meaning east): the most common sense of the word ost is purchase;
• rubla (rouble) -kull (bank note in slang): the most common sense of the word kull is hawk.
Analogy tests
Analogy tests are another common intrinsic method for evaluating word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013c) . A famous and typical example of an analogy question is "a man is to a king like a woman is to a ?". The correct answer to this question is "queen".
For an analogy tuple a : b, x : y (a is to b as x is to y) the following is expected in an embedding space to hold:
where the vectors w are word embeddings. For the above example with "man", "king", "woman" and "queen" this would be computed as:
Given the vector representations for the three words in the analogy question-w a , w b and w xthe goal is to maximize (Mikolov et al., 2013b) cos(w y , w b − w a + w x )
over all words y in the vocabulary.
We used an Estonian analogy data set with 259 word quartets. Each quartet contains two pairs of words. The word pairs in the data set belong into three different groups where the two pairs contain either:
• a positive and a comparative adjective form, e.g. pime : pimedam, jõukas : jõukam (in English dark : darker, wealthy : wealthier);
• the nominative singular and plural forms of a noun, e.g. vajadus : vajadused, võistlus : võistlused (in English need : needs , competition : competitions);
• The lemma and the 3rd person past form of a verb, e.g. aitama : aitas, katsuma : katsus (in English help : helped, touch : touched).
We evaluate the results of the analogy test using prediction accuracy. A prediction is considered correct if and only if the vector w y that maximizes (5) represents the word expected by the test case. We call this accuracy Hit@1. Hit@1 can be quite a noisy measurement as there could be several word vectors in a very close range to each other competing for the highest rank. Therefore, we also compute Hit@10, which considers the prediction correct if the word expected by the test case is among the ten closest words. As a common practice, the question words represented by the vectors w a , w b and w x were excluded from the set of possible predictions.
The Hit@1 and Hit@10 results in Table 3 show similar dynamics: combining models with SOPP is much better than SOLS in all cases. The SOPP combined model is better than the mean of the initial models in all six cases. Furthermore, it is consistently above the maximum of the best initial models. The average accuracy of SOPP is better than the average of the mean accuracies of initial models by 41%, relatively (7.7% in absolute) in terms of Hit@1 and 27% relatively (10.5% in absolute) in terms of Hit@10.
Analysis
In order to gain more understanding how the words are located in the combined model space in comparison to the initial models we performed two additional analyses. First, we computed the distribution of mean squared errors of the words to see how the translated embeddings scatter around the word embedding of the combined model. Secondly, we looked at how both of the methods affect the pairwise similarities of words.
Distribution of mean squared distances
We computed the squared Euclidean distance for each word in vocabulary between the combined model Y and all the input embedding models. The distance e i j for a jth word and the ith input model is:
where T i = W i P i is the ith translated embedding model. Then we found the mean squared distance for the jth word by calculating:
These distances are plotted on Figure 2 . The words on the horizontal axis are ordered by their frequency-the most frequent words coming first. We show these results for models with 100 dimensions but the results with other embedding sizes were similar.
Notice that the distances for less frequent words are similarly small for both SOLS and SOPP methods. However, the distribution of distances for frequent words is quite different-while the distances go up with both methods, the frequent words are much more scattered when using the SOPP approach. Figure 3 shows the mean squared distances of a random sample of 1000 words. These plots reveal another difference between the SOLS and SOPP methods. While for SOPP, the distances tend to decrease monotonically with the increase in word frequency rank, with SOLS the distances first increase and only then they start to get smaller.
Our vocabulary also includes punctuation marks and function words, which are among the most frequent tokens and which occur in many different contexts. Thus, the individual models have a lot of freedom to position them in the word embedding space. The SOLS combined model is able to bring those words more close to each other in the aligned space, while SOPP has less freedom to do that because of the orthogonality constraint. When looking at the words with largest distances under SOPP in the 1000 word random sample then we see that the word with the highest mean squared distance refers to the proper name of a well-known Estonian politician who has been probably mentioned often and in various contexts in the training corpus. Other words with a large distance in this sample include for instance a name of a month and a few quantifying modifiers.
Word pair similarities
In this analysis we looked at how the cosine similarities between pairs of words change in the combined model compared to their similarities in the input embedding models. For that, we chose a total of 1000 word pairs randomly from the vocabulary. For each pair we calculated the following values:
• cosine similarity under the combined model;
• maximum and minimum cosine similarity in the initial models W i ;
• mean cosine similarity over the initial models W i .
The results are plotted in Figure 4 . These results are obtained using the word embeddings with size 100, using different embedding sizes revealed the same patterns. In figures, the word pairs are ordered on the horizontal axis in the ascending order of their similarities in the combined model Y .
The plots reveal that 1) the words that are similar in initial models W i are even more similar in the combined model Y ; and 2) distant words in initial models become even more distant in the combined model. Although these trends are visible in cases of both SOLS and SOPP, this behaviour of the combined models to bring more similar words closer together and place less similar words farther away is more emphasized in the combined model obtained with SOLS.
In Figure 4 , the red, green and blue "bands", representing the maximum, mean and minimum similarities of the initial models, respectively, are wider on the SOLS plot. This indicates that SOPP preserves more the original order of word pairs in terms of their similarities. However, some of this difference may be explained by the fact that SOPP has an overall smaller effect on the similarity compared to SOLS, which is due to the property of SOPP to preserve the angles and distances between the vectors during the transformation.
Discussion and future work
From the two linear methods used to combine the models, SOPP was performing consistently better in both synonym and analogy tests. Although, as shown in Figures 2 and 3 , the word embeddings of the aligned initial models were more closely clustered around the embeddings of the SOLS combined model, this seemingly better fit is obtained at the cost of distorting the relations between the individual word embeddings. Thus, we have provided evidence that adding the orthogonality constraint to the linear transformation objective is important to retain the quality of the translated word embeddings. This observation is relevant both in the context of producing model ensembles as well as in other contexts where translating one embedding space to another could be relevant, such as when working with semantic time series or multilingual embeddings.
In addition to combining several models trained on the same dataset with the same configuration as demonstrated in this paper, there are other possible use cases for the model ensembles which could be explored in future work. For instance, currently all our input models had the same dimensionality and the same embedding size was also used in the combined model. In future it would be interesting to experiment with combining models with different dimensionality, in this way marginalising out the embedding size hyperparameter.
Our experiments showed that the SOPP approach performs well in both synonym and analogy tests when combining the models trained on the relatively small Estonian corpus. In future we plan to conduct similar experiments on more languages that, similar to Estonian, have limited resources for training reliable word embeddings.
Another idea would be to combine embeddings trained with different models. As all word embedding systems learn slightly different embeddings, combining for instance Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013b) , Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) and dependency based vectors (Levy and Goldberg, 2014) could lead to a model that combines the strengths of all the input models. Yin and Schütze (2016) demonstrated that the combination of different word embeddings can be useful. However, their results showed that the model combination is less beneficial when one of the input models (Glove vectors in their example) is trained on a huge text corpus. Thus, we predict that the ensemble of word embeddings constructed based on different embedding models also has the most effect in the setting of limited training resources.
Finally, it would be interesting to explore the domain adaptation approach by combining for instance the embeddings learned from the large general domain with the embeddings trained on a smaller domain specific corpus. This could be of interest because there are many pretrained word embedding sets available for English that can be freely downloaded from the internet, while the corpora they were trained on (English Gigaword, for instance) are not freely available. The model combination approach would enable to adapt those embeddings to the domain data by making use of the pretrained models.
Conclusions
Although model ensembles have been often used to improve the results of various natural language processing tasks, the ensembles of word embedding models have been rarely studied so far. Our main contribution in this paper was to combine several word embedding models trained on the same dataset via linear transformation into an ensemble and demonstrate the usefulness of this approach experimentally.
We experimented with two linear methods to combine the input embedding models-the ordinary least squares solution to the linear regression problem and the orthogonal Procrustes which adds an additional orthogonality constraint to the least squares objective function. Experiments on synonym and analogy tests on Estonian showed that the combination with orthogonal Procrustes was consistently better than the ordinary least squares, meaning that preserving the distances and angles between vectors with the orthogonality constraint is crucial for model combination. Also, the orthogonal Procrustes combined model performed better than the average of the individual initial models in all synonym tests and analogy tests suggesting that combining several embedding models is a simple and useful approach for improving the quality of the word embeddings.
